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We study a special case of the S*.able Roommates problem in which preferences are derived from a psychologh~ mode| 
common in social choice literature. When preferences a~'c 'single-peaked' and 'narcissistic', there exists a unique stable 
matching, and it can be constructed in O(n) time. We a'lso ~hcw ~.w to recognize quickly.'-'!~en a s~: o. r. preferences is 
single-peaked. 

stable matching * single-peaked preferences * consecutive l ' s  

I. Introduction 

The Stable Roommates problem is to match 
each of 2n people so that no two people prefer 
each other to their assigned partners. This is a 
generalization of the Stable Marriage problem 
(match n men to n women). However, unlike the 
marriage problem, there ate instances of the Sta- 
ble Roommates problem for which no matching is 
stable (Gale and Shapley [7]). We show that, when 
preferences are derived from a simple psychologi- 
cal model, a stable matching is guaranteed to 
exist, and can be constn;cted in O(n) steps. Exam- 
ples include when each person prefers a roommate 
who sets t'he thermostat as close as possible to his 
own ideal setting, or when each person prefers a 
roommate whose hometown is as close as possible 
to his own. In these and other such cases, two 
conditions induce special structure on the prefer- 
ences and eaable our results: first, there exists a 
common 'frame of reference" among the par- 
ticipants by which alternatives are judR~ (for 
example, the temperature scale, a map with dis- 
tances); secondly, each person is "narcissistic' in 
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that he is his own ideal (i.e., most preferred among 
all alternatives). 

2. Single-peaked preferences 

Consider a finite set A of 'alternatives'. Each of 
a finite set of "decision makers" D -has a strict, 
transitive preference order P, on A, with which 
the decision maker is identified. P~ is said to be 
single-peaked with respect to a sequence S t of the 
alternative~ iff S~ can -be split into two ~ t s  
X~ and Y~ (one of which may be empty) for which 

(i) each alternative in X~ is preferred to any 
alternative to its left, and 

(fi) each alternative in Y~ is preferred to any 
alternative to its right. 
(Here we are slightly more restrictive than Fish.- 
bum [5] in that we do not allow indifference.) 
Roughly speaking, this means that a graph of 
"intensity of p~|erence" of Pj versus S~ is urn- 
modal, fh'st increasing along X~ and then decreas- 
ing along Y,. 

Let P -- { P, } denote the set of preference orders 
Pi of all the decision makers (duplications al- 
lowed). We say that the preferences P are single- 
peaked iff there exists some fixed scquem.c S with 
respect to which every P~ is single-peaked. 
corresponds to the intuitive idea that there is a 
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single, trame of reference (of orae dimension), that 
ic conm, on  to all decisic, n makers arm along which 
alternatives are judged. Roughly speaking, alterna- 
tives are preferred less as they are "farther' from 
each d.,~s~on mal.er's ideal.. Decision makers may 
have sharply different ideals, but they share a 
cwmmmm world view. A frequently mentioned ex- 
ample from voting theory is the "fiberai-conser:,a- 
five" spectrum often used to explain voting behav- 
ior; if all voters base Lheir preferences consistently 
and exclusively on such a model - and agree on 
its sL,'ucture - then the preference orders of the 
electorate are single-peaked. 

"Single-pe~i~edness" of preferences was first 
studied by Black [2] and hrts been much d~eu~sed 
in the literature of votir~g theory since. Its role 
tbere has been as an appealing special condition 
,,.~ preference orders which precludes certain 
paradoxes, _especially the famous "phenomenon of 
cyclic majorities'. (Black [2] and Fishburn [5] are 
the most comprehensive references cm single- 
peakedness and social choice; for a survey em- 
pha_e, zing ~,otmg systems, see Niemi arm Riker 
[10]; the. phenomenon of cyclic majorMes is 
surveyed from a mathematical perspective in Fish- 
burn [6] and Straffm |12].) We will show that 
sing!e-peakedness also ensures "good behavior' in 
the s:able matching problem.. 

ircing [9] ha~ recemly given an ingenious al- 
goritlm) "d~._t, for any instance of the Stable Room- 
mates problem, either constructs a stable match- 
hag or else concludes that none exist. Irving also 
pcr form~ cor, lputafi,~aal experiments that sug- 
~ s t  that fca- randomly generated pref~ence orders,, 
the proportion of instances admitting of stable., 
matchin~ decreases as the number of people in- 
creases. For exmnple, less than 70~ of the prob- 
lems wkh 90 people had stable matchings. 

We .,;how that if preferemx~s are (I) single- 
peaked, and (2) narcissistic, then there always 
exists a stable matching and it is unique. An 
exam#,e is when each person prefers to be matched 
with ~ whose ideai thermostat setting is as 
close ~,~ possible to his own. Then sequencing 
everyotae from lowest ideal temperature to highest 
realize, the preferetw~ as single-peaked. Alterna- 
lively, we can imaghae each person's prefereaces to 

be based solely on the volume at which a prospec- 
tive roomma*,e plays his stereo. 

Lemma I. I f  among all available choices person x 
most prefers person .;', and person y most prefers 
person x, then in any stable matching x and y must 
be matched. 

Proof. If x and y are not matched together, they 
would prefer each other to their assigned partners. 
[] 

Theorem 1. I f  pre(erences are single-peaked and 
narcissistic, then there exists a unique stable match- 
ing. 

Proof (by induction)."i he claim is obviously true 
for k = 1 (two people) - the only matclfing is 
stable. Assume that it is true for 2(k - 1) people 
and consider the case of 2k people with single- 
peaked preferences. Let S be a sequence which 
realizes single-peakedness. 

By the hypotheses of the theorem, each person's 
first (feasible) choice must be adje~cent to lfim in 
S. If we ask each person to poiw. to his favorite, 
then, since there are 2 k -  1 adjacencies and 2k 
people pointing, by the '  pi£eon-hole principle" two 
people adjacent"in S must mutually point to each 
other. By Lernma ! lhesv two people must be 
matched in any stable matching; remove them 
from the sequence and expunge them from every- 
one else's preferences. The remaining peopte are 
2(k - 1) in number, and their preferences rema;,n 
single-peaked, since single-peakedi,ess is heredi- 
tary on subsets. By the induct.:jn hypothesis there 
exists a unique stable ma~ching on this sub , t ,  and 
adjoining the removed, matched pair cannot intro-. 
duce any instability. 

The iecursivc algorithm implicit in the proof 
requires O(n) worst-case time to construct a stable 
matching. It acl~eves this efficiency since, for each 
pair matched, at most ~wo other people must 
revise their choice of favorites. By way of com- 
parison, for the more general problem of arbitrary 
preference orders, 13(n 2) worst-case time seems to 
be required to determine whether a stable match- 
ing exists (Ir~'ing [9]). 

It is wo~h noting that the above algorithm 
need not match each person with someene who is 
adjacent in S. In fact, no more than the first- 
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matched p.~ir need have been adjacem in S. Thus, 
in the interests of stabdity, it i~ possible that the 
person who prefers his stereo the loudest mig~,t be 
assigned to room with the poor person who pre- 
fers his the quietest. 

Finally we observe that single-peaked, narciss* 
istic preferences confer an additional robustness. 
Dubins and Freedman [4] showed that stable mar- 
riage is susceptible to strategic manipulation: it is 
sometimes possible for an individual to improve 
his outcome by misrepresenting his true prefer- 
ences. (See also Gale and Sotomayor [8].) In con- 
trast, the O(n) matching algorithm for single- 
peaked, narcissistic preferences is immune to this 
10nd of manipulation because there is no incen- 
tive: each person is matched with the first person 
who will have them. However, there is susceptibil- 
ity to the more g~werful manipulation of misrep- 
resenting one's place in the frame of reference. 
For exampte~ to get the roommate of choice, one 
might lie about one's preferred thermostat setting. 
This kind of manipulation is more powerful in 
that it changes the preferences Of others. 

Example. Consider the following set of prefer- 
0 n c ~ - "  

1 > 2 > 3 > 4 > 5 > 6 > 7 > 8 ,  
2 > 3 > 4 > 5 > 1 > 6 > 7 > 8 ,  
3 > 4 > 2 > 5 > 1 > 6 > 7 > 8 ,  
4 > 3 > 5 > 6 > 2 > 7 > 1 > 8 ,  
5 > 4 > 3 > 2 > 6 > 7 > 8 > 1 ,  
6 > 5 > 4 > 3 > 2 > 7 > I > 8 ,  
7 > 6 > 5 > 4 > 3 > 2 > 8 > 1 ,  
8 > 7 > 6 > 5 > 4 > 3 > 2 > 1 .  

These are narcissisti~ since each person is their 
own highest preference; they are also single-peaked 
since labels have been chosen so that for the 
sequence (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8), person j ' s  preferences 
increase on Xj --- {] ..... j~) and decrease on Y# = 
{j+ I ..... 8}. The behavior of ~ matching al- 
gorithin on this instance is shown below, where 
'i---,j" means that ~ holds j favorite among the 

alternatives ava,.'~able to him, atT d "i =j" means 
"i ~ j  and i e - j ' .  

iteration l: 1 -* 2 ~ 3 = 4 ~ 5 ~-- 6 ~ 7 ~ 8, 
iteration 2:1 --* 2 -- 5 ~ 6 *- 7 ~ ~, 
iteration 3:1 --, 6 = 7 ~ 8, 
iteration 4:1 -~ 8, 

stable matching: 3-4, 2-5, 6-7, 1,-8. 

In the first iteration 3 and 4 were mutual favorites 
and so were matched. In the next iteration 2 and 5 
revised their choices and chose each other. Then 1 
and 6 r~vise~l their choices, and 6 and 7 chose 
each other. Finally, 1 a.-d 8 revised their choices 
and chose each other. 

4. Recognizing ~ . p e ~  ~ n c e s  

Since single-peakedness is of independent inter- 
est, we consider it on its own, without the ad- 
ditional assumption of narcissism. 

It has been suggested that single-peakedness 
largely pertains in popular elections. However it is 
difficult to test such a suggestion for at least two 
reasons. First and most obvious i.:~ the difficulty of 
determining preferences; this rusk is c o m p l i c a ~  
by the costs of sampling and the unrefiabifity of 
the data. Secondly, and at issue here, is that even 
if preferences were accuratc!V kntyqm, it may still 
be difficult to establish single-peakedness, since 
this is equivalent to-howing that some one ~mon$ 
the I Ai! permutations of the alternatives con- 
stitutes a single dnnension along which the deci- 
sion-makers effectively rank alternatives. (This 
spectrum is only a formal structure and need not 
correspond to the perceptions for the decision- 
makers.) Furthermore this difficulty could be more 
than theoretical: The New York Times of 1 April 
1986 reported 20 candidates for mayor of Tuls~ 
Oklahoma! 

We show that single-peakedness of preferences 
is recognizable in polynomial time, so that even 
for a large number of alternative-~: a set of prefer- 
ences can be tested quickly. 

We transform th~ ,~,,,'~h*~..~.... of recognizing 
single-p,~, kedness to 2 problem on matrices, and 
then observe the solution for tb~ ma~aix ~ o b ~ .  
Let each decision maker i ,.'w, reseut his prefer- 
ences as follows: to each a i in A is assigned an 
integer Rank(a~) between 0 "and I A J - - I  (inclu- 
sive) so that if aj is preferred to a k then Rank(aj)  
> Rank(ak). Thus Rank(aj)  is the p~q~ferenc¢ 
ordinal for the alternative a.#. Now the preferences 
of any individual i can be summarized by an 
I A I x I A Imat r i x ,  the individual preferem'e ma- 
trix, which unary eucodes the preferen¢~ ordinals 
in the following manner: column a# c o n ~ t s  of 
IA I - Rank(aj)  0"s, followed by Rank(a~) Fs. as 
illustrated below. 
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ExamOe. This individual p~eferencc matrix en- 
codes the preference order 4 > 3 > 5 > 6 > 2 > 
7 > 1 > 8. Under the permutation of alternatives 
(1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8) this preference order is single- , 
peaked. 

0 0 O 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

P~=O 0 1 1 1 1 0 O, 
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 .~_ 1 0 

alternatives: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 

Now consider the ( [ D I x I A I) × I A I mat~x P 
fcrrned by permuting ~.he columns of the individ- 
ual preference matrices to any common permute- 
don of A, and then arravging the individual pref- 
erence matrices one above the other, Then this 
matrix expre~,~ the preferences of all the deci- 
~ilon-wakers, 

el 

P =: P, , where columns of P correspond to 

: elements of A. 

PIAI 

2. The preferences of the d~ z.isl, o~l-makers 
,,re single-peaked iff there e~ists a permutation of 
the alte~atives (columns of P) such th~+t P has the 
property of consecutive l 's  in rows. 

ProoL If, for a fixed sequence. S, sor, le row of 
some P+ violates consecutive l's+ rhea that row 
m~st contain the sequence . . .  1 0 . . . 0  1 . . .  But 
then the pre/er~nc~.~ P, ~o firsl decr~a,'.mg and 
t . ~  increasing in this region, and this ~ iolates the 
dehnition of +,:-yt~-peaktMr~ess. The converse can 
be argm:d similmly. 0 

Booth and Lueker [3] give a~x algorithm whereby 
consecutive l ' s  in rows can be tested in time 
O(m + n + f ) ,  where the matrix is of dimension 
m x n, and has f non-zero elements. In this case 
P is ( l D I x l A I ) x  IAI, and Las O ( I D I  x IAI 2) 
nowzero elements, and so can be tested within 
time O( I D I × [ A [ 2). Furthermore, ~he Boodi and 
Lueker algor;ahm makes available as a by-product 
all seq~,ences of the elements of A which realize 
the property of single-peakedness. This may be 
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useful in formulating hypott,eses about possible 
spectra along which altemattves might be judged. 

Unfortunately, because of similar results for 
the proper~y of consecutive r s ,  it is NP-complete 
to find a -permutation of alternatives for which the 
preferences are 'as single-peaked as possible'; that 
is, as few rows of P as possible violate consecutive 
l's. it is this approximation problem, rather than 
recognizing 'pure'  single-peakedness, that seems 
the more pertinent to practical study of voting 
populations. 

Finally we observe that it is even simpler to test 
for single-peakedness under the additional condi- 
tions that the alternatives are the decision makers 
themselves (as in the Stable Matching problem), 
and everyone is narcissistic. For preferences to by 
single-peaked, there must exist some sequence of 
alternatives which realizes tiffs. Furthermore, each 
person's least preferred alternative is an extreme 
of such a sequence. Thus we can identify an 
extreme-~em_~ent by choosing anyone's least pre- 
ferred a i te rna t ivc .~ ' . -  n-narejs_sism and single- 
peakedness, the preference ordering of  this alter- 
native must be such a sequence. It requires 
O( I A 12) time to check this. 

5. Further remarks 

The results of Section 3 can be generalized 
somewhat without losing their savor. The essential 
requirement is that the algorithm match a pair of 
roommates at each step. Thus we must be. sure 
that at each step there exist at least two people 
who are each other's favorites among tLe choices 
available to them. Furthermore this property must 
be hereditary on each subgroup as individuals are 
matched and removed from the problem. Them 
cot~ditions pertain when, for example, narcissism 
hotds but single-peakedness is replaced by a dif- 
ierent psychological model: preferences based on 
nearness to an ideal in some multidimensional 
"attribute space', where we additionally require 
that distances be symmetric (so that, in a sense, 
people agxee on t.heir differences). An example is 
when each person,, prefers to room with someone 
whose homctowu is close to his own (where. ~io.ce 
we are not aiiowing indifference, all distances 
between hometowns are distinct), For this exam- 
ple the algorithm still requires only O(n) steps, 
since after two people are v~atched, less than 12 
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others will have lost their favorites and must  
choose others. (This follows since in Euclidean 
space no more than six points  can have a g~':en 
point  ~s their closest.) 

The  assumpt ion that  preferences are based on 
distances in some attr ibute space is a s tandard 
model  in public choice theory ( see ' for  example 
Aranson [1] or Riker and Ordeshook [111). It 
generalizes one aspect of single-peakedness in that  
it allows preferences to be based on more  than a 
single dimension (i.e., attribute); but  since it is: 
based on a not ion of distance, it is more  restrictive 
than single-peakedness, for which only the order  
of the alternatives along the line is important .  

A more  abstract s ta tement  of  these result.: - 
which, however, has the disadvantage of not  sug- 
gesting how individuals form preferences - is as 
follows. We consider the Stable Matching problem 
to be this: given an undirected graph G with 2n 
vertices, together with strict preference orders on 
those vertices, find a perfect matching that  is 
stab!e. Here the g~aph need not  ¢ ". complete,  and 
may include loops. Also, stability means the t there 
do  not  exist two vertices who  are not  matched to 
each other but could have been (because they are 
connected by an edge in G), and who prefer each 
o ther  to their assigned panners .  Now we formalize 
a condi t ion for which the algori thm will produce  a 
stable matching if there exists any matching at all. 
Const ruc t  a new graph G'  b.~ creating nodes cor- 
responding to the edges of G. Represent  all prefer- 
,:rices by directing an arc in G' f rom node  (i, j )  to 
node  ( i ,  k)  iff i prefers j to k. (Note  that  we also 
direct an arc f rom (i, j )  to ( k ,  j )  iff j prefers / to 
k.) Then the algori thm has this interpretation: 
find a pode  (i, j )  in G" of indegree O: match  
with j in G and delete node (i, j )  and  all incident  
edges in G':  repeat. The  a |gori thm succeeds if, at 
each step, there exists a node  of indegree 0 in G'. 

Equrvatently, the denveO graph must  be free of 
directed cycles. 

Under  the~.e conditions,  more  general than 
single-peakedness with earcissism, the algori thm 

can rcqmre O(n 2) effort, siac¢ after two people  
have been matched all of the remaining people 
may have to update  their favorites. However, a 
stable matching exists aod is unique. 

Finally we obser¢e tbat all of  the above results 
held  for the Stable Marriage problem when both  
the r aen and the women share a c o m m o n  frame of  
refel ~:nce. 
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